We present a quantum key distribution protocol based on four-level particles entanglement. Furthermore, a controlled quantum key distribution protocol is proposed by utilizing three four-level particles. We show that the two protocols are secure.
In present paper we put forward a KQD protocol based on the four-level particle entanglement first. Then a controlled quantum key distribution protocol is proposed by using the entangled three four-level particles as the quantum key distribution channel. Now, let us give the quantum key distribution protocol by utilizing two entangled four-level particles as the quantum channel.
Suppose that two legitimate correspondents, Alice and Bob, share a number of the following entangled quantum state
which is also called the quantum channel. Here the fourlevel particles A and B belong to Alice and Bob, respectively; the states |i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) stand for the four eigenstates of four-level particles A and B; the states * Electronic address: flyan@mail.hebtu.edu.cn |φ ± , |ψ ± are well defined as follows
Obviously, the states in Eq.(2) are orthogonal to each other and constitute a basis of four-dimensional Hilbert space.
We introduce the following operators
Clearly, σ x , υ x , σ z , υ z are Hermitian operators and
Here I is an identity operator on the four-dimensional Hilbert space. So the eigenvalues of the operators σ x , υ x , σ z , υ z can only be 1 or -1. It is easy to prove that
Next we show that if a quantum state |Ψ ABE satisfies
then the quantum state |Ψ ABE = |χ AB |α E . Here E denotes the environment of the system consisted of particles A and B; |α E is the quantum state of environment. Of course, the eavesdropper is included in the environment.
Apparently, the most general state |Ψ ABE is of the form
where |α i E , i = 1, 2, · · · , 16 stand for the unnormalized quantum states of the environment.
By considering Eq.(6.1) we obtain
So Eq. (7) becomes
Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq.(6.2), we have
Hence, the quantum state |Ψ ABE can be written as
By using Eq.(6.3) one can obtain
This leads to
Since the quantum state |Ψ ABE should satisfy Eq.(6.4), so there must be
Thus we arrive at the conclusion which says
As a matter of fact, the quantum |Ψ ABE is just the quantum state |χ AB |α E . This means the proof has been completed.
The above result indicates that when the quantum state satisfies Eq.(6), it must be |χ AB |α E . It means that the quantum channel shared by Alice and Bob is entirely uncorrelated with eavesdropper. So it is impossible for the eavesdropper to obtain the secret key.
Therefore, the legitimate correspondents, Alice and Bob can check whether the quantum channel is |χ AB or not. Each of them choose randomly the operators σ x , σ z , υ x , υ z to measure the entangled states they shared. After a series of the entangled states have been measured, Alice and Bob announce the operators and the measurement outcomes. If Eq. (6) is satisfied by all measurement outcomes, then the quantum channel is the entangled quantum state |χ AB . It means that the quantum channel shared by Alice and Bob is secure. Otherwise, they restart the protocol.
If the quantum channel is secure, then two correspondents, Alice and Bob could use it to distribute quantum keys by the following steps:
1. Alice and Bob measure their respective particles A, B in the same basis defined in Eq.(2).
2. The quantum channel |χ AB shared by Alice and Bob could read
In Eq.(16), the four states {|φ + , |φ − , |ψ + , |ψ − } could be coded into two bits of classical information as they are orthogonal to each other. One bit is used to discriminate the states |φ or |ψ which we call parity bit and the other bit is used to discriminate the superscripts of the states |φ ± or |ψ ± which we call phase bit.
3. From a series of measurement results they choose randomly part of them to reexamine the security of the quantum channel. If their results are well correlated, then the quantum channel should be considered as secure. Otherwise, they should restart the protocol. 4 . If the quantum channel is secure by above examination, we could use the parity bits and the phase bit of the measurement results as the secret key.
So far, a secret key has been set up between the two correspondents by using the entangled four-level particles. The security of the protocol is based on the law of physics. Now we describe a controlled quantum key distribution protocol by utilizing three four-level particles.
Assume that the controller Alice, and two correspondents, Bob and Charlie, share a quantum channel consisted of a number of the entangled states of three four-level particles
Here the four-level particles A, B and C belong to Alice, Bob and Charlie, respectively. Now we introduce another two measurement operators
It is easy to prove that ǫ x , o z are Hermitian operators and
Therefore, the eigenvalues of the operators ǫ x , o z are 1 or -1.
One can check that |χ ABC satisfies
Next we prove that if |ψ ABCE satisfies the following equation
3) 
It means
Eq.(21.4) further restricts |ψ ABCE to be of the form
(29) Thus the proof has been completed.
Based on the conclusion above, Alice, Bob and Charlie can check whether the quantum channel is |χ ABC or not. Each of them selects randomly the operators σ x , ǫ x , o z and I to measure the entangled states they shared. After a lot of the entangled states have been measured, Alice, Bob and Charlie publish the operators and the measurement outcomes. If Eq.(21) is satisfied by all measurement outcomes, then the quantum channel is the entangled quantum state |χ ABC . It means that the quantum channel shared by Alice, Bob and Charlie is entirely uncorrelated with eavesdropper. Otherwise, they restart the protocol. Here we assume that in the process of testing the security of the quantum channel, Alice, Bob and Charlie announce the true results.
If the quantum channel is secure, then two correspondents, Bob and Charlie, could use it to distribute quantum keys controlled by Alice. The details are as follows:
1. Alice, Bob and Charlie measure the rest of their respective particles A, B and C in the same basis defined in Eq. (2) Charlie to create a secret key by using the quantum channel |χ ABC . This is just a controlled quantum key distribution. In other words, the quantum key distribution between Bob and Charlie is controlled by Alice. As a matter of fact, this controlled quantum key distribution protocol is just a secret sharing protocol [19, 20] .
In summary, we proposed a quantum key distribution protocol based on four-level particle entanglement and described a controlled quantum key distribution protocol by utilizing three four-level particles. The security of the two protocols are guaranteed by the law of quantum physics.
